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Executive Summary
McMahon Associates, Inc. (McMahon) has performed an operations analysis to evaluate the traffic impacts of
converting Witherspoon Street from two‐way traffic operations to one‐way operations or closing the roadway to
traffic between Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) and Spring Street in the Municipality of Princeton (Princeton).
The Municipality proposes to design and construct substantive improvements on Witherspoon Street in a
phased implementation schedule from Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) to Valley Road. The first phase of the project
extends from Nassau Street to Green Street. Construction will be partially funded by a NJDOT municipal aid
grant. In February 2020, Princeton began a public involvement process to create a community vision for the
Witherspoon Street corridor. With the onset of the COVID‐19 pandemic, the community visioning process was
delayed until September 2020 when a second community meeting was held to focus on the Nassau Street to
Green Street roadway section. The reopening of businesses and outdoor dining in June 2020 created an
opportunity to experiment with a potential design for one‐way traffic operations on Witherspoon Street
between Nassau Street and Spring Street. Since June 2020, Princeton and the New Jersey Department of
Transportation have temporarily allowed a one‐way northbound operation of the roadway. Princeton is
evaluating a permanent change to traffic flow along Witherspoon Street to balance the needs of pedestrian,
motor vehicle, transit, bicycle, and service uses with opportunities to enhance this community gathering place
and economically vital business area. Accordingly, Princeton has requested McMahon Associates evaluate and
offer our engineering opinion regarding the effect on traffic operations, pedestrian operations, and emergency
services if this segment was converted to one‐way operations or closed permanently. Please note, parking
considerations are not considered in this traffic study; the Engineering Department is evaluating on‐street
parking separately.
Our efforts as part of this evaluation included traffic data collection along Nassau Street (NJ Route 27),
Witherspoon Street, Hulfish Street, Spring Street, Chambers Street, Vandeventer Avenue and Paul Robeson
Place/Wiggins Street; a review of the existing traffic operations and vehicle flows along the area streets,
pedestrian accessibility, and our opinion on the safe and efficient operation of vehicle traffic as a result of
changes to the traffic flow along Witherspoon Street.
The study addresses the advisability of potential changes to Witherspoon Street including one‐way operation
and full closure of the roadway between Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) and Spring Street; including the likely
impacts to motor vehicle operations and to the safety of operations for pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users.
The alternatives that were evaluated included:





Alternative A – Two‐way traffic.
Alternative B – One‐way northbound between Nassau Street and Spring Street,
with consideration given to implementing one‐way southbound operation along South
Tulane Street to create a one‐way pair.
Alternative C – One‐way southbound between Nassau Street and Spring Street,
with consideration given to implementing westbound one‐way operation along Spring
Street.
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Alternative D ‐ Close the street to motor vehicles completely between Nassau Street and
Spring Street with consideration given to implementing one‐way westbound operation
along Spring Street to provide access to northbound Witherspoon Street.

An exhibit showing the coverage area of existing conditions is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Existing Conditions

It is recommended that this evaluation be provided to the Municipal Council and the Mayor to support their
selection of the future traffic flow direction along Witherspoon Street. A summary of the findings of the study is
provided in Table 1.
Additional discussion of analysis results is provided in the Findings section.
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Table 1 – Alternatives Summary
Study Consideration
Access to Parking
Garages

Pedestrian
Accessibility

Bicycle Accessibility

Alternative A –
Two‐way

Alternative B –
One‐way NB

Alternative C –
One‐way SB

Alternative D –
Closure / Plaza

Additional wayfinding signage to be installed within
project area to guide motorists to the multiple parking
No change
garages located adjacent to the changed traffic
patterns
Sidewalk width to be increased to accommodate dining and
Sidewalk width remains
pedestrian movements; midblock crosswalk, curb bumpouts and
unchanged; midblock
Pedestrian space
tree grates to be considered in the design to reduce
crosswalk, curb bumpouts
prioritized and
impediments.
and tree grates to be
spans the right of
considered in the design
way
Pedestrians are less exposed to conflicts with vehicles as they
to reduce impediments
cross the street
The Bicycle Mobility Plan does not include recommendations for bicycle facilities on Witherspoon Street between
Nassau and Paul Robeson. Covered and uncovered bicycle parking opportunities to be considered in the design
50% reduction of access;
limited to one‐way traffic
from Nassau Street (state
highway)

50% reduction of access; limited
to one‐way traffic from municipal
roadways

100% of access
eliminated;
access to Tulane
Parking Yard is
eliminated

Vehicle Access to
Properties

Not limited

Transit Operations

NJ Transit will relocate
Route 605 bus route back
to Witherspoon Street

NJ Transit Route 605 service will continue on relocated route along US Route 206 and
Paul Robeson Place.

Business Truck
Delivery / Services
Operations

Not limited; double
parking does not restrict
traffic flow

Limited to one‐way traffic
from Nassau Street; double
parking will restrict traffic
flow

Limited to one‐way traffic from
municipal roadways; double
parking will restrict traffic flow

Emergency Vehicle
Access

Not limited

One‐way northbound traffic
requires a slightly longer
route for EMS

One‐way southbound traffic
provides more direct access from
the north, where Fire, Police and
PFARS are located

Witherspoon St
Traffic Operations

No change

Wiggins St &
Vandeventer Ave
Traffic Operations

No change

Minor changes in traffic
volumes, no significant
change in traffic operations

Additional vehicular traffic anticipated at stop‐
controlled Vandeventer Avenue intersection,
mitigation to be evaluated

Nassau St Traffic
Operations

No change

Additional southbound
vehicular access anticipated
at State intersections
including Vandeventer
Avenue and Chambers
Street

Additional northbound vehicular
traffic anticipated at South Tulane
Street and other State
intersections

Travel Speeds along
Witherspoon St

Slower due to “friction”
between narrow,
opposing travel and
adjacent parking lanes

Vehicle Queueing
along Witherspoon
St

No change

Elimination of one travel direction

Traffic calming measures and adjacent parking can be designed to
mitigate potential speed increase due to lack of opposing traffic
lane
Queuing at Nassau
removed; some additional
queuing is expected along
the SB stop‐controlled
approach to Spring Street
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No change to pre‐COVID‐19
queues at Nassau; some
additional queueing may occur at
the stop‐controlled Spring Street
approach if reversed

Direct access
eliminated unless
provisions are
provided
Direct access
eliminated unless
provisions are
provided
Traffic operations
rerouted to other
streets

Northbound and
southbound
vehicular traffic
rerouted to other
State
intersections
Not applicable

Not applicable

Background Information
This section presents the details regarding the existing traffic conditions for Witherspoon Street, COVID‐19’s
impact on traffic, the data collection and documentation process, and research on one‐way conversions.
Existing Conditions
The segment being evaluated is Witherspoon Street between Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) and Spring Street.
Witherspoon Street is currently a two‐way street with sharrows for bicycle access, a double‐yellow centerline
marking, and permitted on‐street parking on both sides of the street. The total length of this segment is
approximately 425 linear feet. The posted speed limit is 25 mph.
The frontage of this segment is developed with restaurants and retail stores. Sidewalks are provided on both
sides of the street and are approximately 9 feet wide with unimproved trees wells, bicycle parking, newspaper
boxes, and other impediments to free travel. An alley intersects the east side of Witherspoon Street providing
one‐way ingress access to the Tulane Yard parking lot, which has one‐way egress access to South Tulane Street.
The following key intersections comprise the study area and are shown in Figure 2:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Nassau Street and Witherspoon Street (signalized)
Paul Robeson Place/Wiggins Street and Witherspoon Street (signalized)
Spring Street and Witherspoon Street
Spring Street and South Tulane Street
Nassau Street and South Tulane Street
Nassau Street and Vandeventer Avenue/Washington Road (signalized)
Spring Street and Vandeventer Avenue
Hulfish Street and Witherspoon Street
Hulfish Street and Chambers Street
Nassau Street and Chambers Street
Paul Robeson Place and John Street/Chambers Street (signalized)
Wiggins Street and Vandeventer Avenue

The Palmer Square intersections with Nassau Street were not included in the study. These locations do not
provide the most direct vehicular travel route between Hulfish Street and Nassau Street.
The traffic signal plans and timing directives are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 2 – Study Area

In addition to heavy traffic volumes, high levels of pedestrian traffic are experienced in the study area, as
obtained from studies conducted by WSP (Paul Robeson‐Wiggins‐Hamilton Multimodal Corridor Study) and STV
(Limited Scope Concept Development Study) indicate. WSP reported that based on DVRPC data, during an
average weekday or weekend, approximately 1,500 pedestrians travel along Witherspoon Street, 150 along Paul
Robeson Place, and over 900 walk along Wiggins Street within the immediate study area. The narrow sidewalks
along Witherspoon Street do not accommodate easy pedestrian access considering the variety of user abilities
(strollers, ADA, etc) currently utilizing Witherspoon Street.
In addition, according to STV counts conducted at the beginning of March 2020 (pre‐COVID) up to 900
pedestrians and bicyclists traveled through the intersection of Nassau Street (Route 27) and Witherspoon Street
during a single peak hour.
Impacts of COVID-19 on Regional Traffic Volumes
Due to the ongoing COVID‐19 pandemic, traffic volumes are below typical values, and therefore, the current
traffic volumes are not reflective of typical conditions in the study area.
StreetLight Data was analyzed from February 4th to November 17th, 2020, including Daily Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT) for Mercer County, which indicates a significant drop in traffic from about the beginning of
March to the present. From March 3rd through March 31st, the Daily VMT (Vehicle Miles Traveled) for Mercer
County dropped from 13.8 million to 4.69 million miles.
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Streetlight Data uses smartphone and GPS sensors to provide continuous traffic count data for any roadway
network and intersection within the United States. The data available gives the project team the ability to
research historical traffic count data and compare it to the data we already have in the area. The benefit of using
this data is the ability to capture a sample of data over a duration of time rather than data for just one day. This
will help provide a more accurate insight into average travel patterns within the immediate study area. The data
obtained can provide average daily directional traffic (ADDT), turning movements, and origin‐destination trips.
Daily VMT remains low, but has started to increase and reflect normal shifts. The trends increased from April 1st
steadily to the middle of August, maintained a steady value from then to the end of September, then started to
decrease again until the end of the analysis period. Generally, VMT has peaked during the mid‐week and
decreased during the weekend over this time.
Chart 1 – Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in Mercer County

Source: Streetlight www.streetlightdata.com ; January 7th to December 1st 2020

As indicated in Chart 1, since the summer of 2020, regional traffic is beginning to return to normal volumes. The
drop from September to November is typical of a seasonal change in traffic volumes. However, traffic volumes
are still below the average before the COVID‐19 restrictions were implemented in Mercer County.
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Chart 2 – Daily Traffic Volumes in Princeton, NJ

When evaluating traffic flows specifically in the downtown area of Princeton (Chart 2), traffic began to increase
in the late summer/early fall, which is likely related to the University. Overall, the majority of the roadways
within Princeton (i.e. Witherspoon Street, Nassau Street (Route 27) and Washington Road (CR 571)) are similar
to pre‐COVID conditions.
Planned Roadway Improvements
In addition to the roadway improvements proposed by the Municipality, NJDOT has retained the services of STV
Incorporated to prepare a Limited Scope Concept Development Study for improvements to the intersection of
Witherspoon Street and Nassau Street (NJ Route 27). The NJDOT/STV study does not currently incorporate and
evaluate changes to traffic flow along Witherspoon Street. The NJDOT/STV team has presented preliminary
results of this study to the Municipality, including two improvement alternatives. Each alternative includes
implementation of an exclusive pedestrian phase and a dedicated westbound right‐turn lane from Nassau Street
onto Witherspoon Street. Each alternative also includes pavement resurfacing and improvements to curb ramps,
pedestrian signal improvements and lighting. One of the improvement alternatives includes implementation of
dedicated left turn and right turn lanes on the Witherspoon Street approach to Nassau Street. Representatives
of the Municipality, McMahon and the NJDOT/STV team met on December 4, 2020 to discuss the results of this
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study, the permitting process for the Municipal project and the next steps for the NJDOT/STV project. The
NJDOT/STV team is awaiting the Municipality’s formal selection of a preferred traffic flow direction along

Witherspoon Street before proceeding with the State project. The conceptual design of Alternative 2 is shown
below.
Data Collection and Documentation
Our office evaluated the weekday morning, midday, and afternoon commuter peak hours, as well as the
Saturday midday peak period. Our data collection program included peak hour turning movement traffic counts
at the existing study intersections during the peak periods listed above. Our office utilized three (3) sources of
data to determine the traffic volumes for the capacity analysis; including historical count data at the study
intersections from before the pandemic, new turning movement counts obtained in October 2020, and
StreetLight Data.
Traffic counts were also obtained from traffic studies recently conducted in the area from past development applications
to the Municipality of Princeton from before the COVID‐19 pandemic, which can be seen in Appendix B. The highest
peak intervals during these traffic count periods constitute the peak hours that are the basis of this traffic
analysis. Generally, the peak periods occur from 7:00am to 9:00am, 12:00pm to 2:00pm, and 4:00pm to 6:00pm
on weekdays and from 11:00am to 2:00pm on Saturdays.
The following intersection counts were utilized in the study during the time periods noted:




Nassau Street and Chambers Street, October 2019
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday afternoon peak period
Nassau Street and Witherspoon Street, March 2020
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday midday peak period
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o Weekday afternoon peak period
Nassau Street and Vandeventer Avenue/Washington Road, September 2018
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday afternoon peak period
Paul Robeson Place and John Street/Chambers Street, November 2018
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday midday peak period
o Weekday afternoon peak period
o Saturday midday peak period
Paul Robeson Place/Wiggins Street and Witherspoon Street, November 2018
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday midday peak period
o Weekday afternoon peak period
o Saturday midday peak period
Wiggins Street and Vandeventer Avenue, April 2019
o Weekday morning peak period
o Weekday afternoon peak period

New turning movement counts at the study intersections were conducted in October 2020 during the weekday
morning (6:30 am to 9:30am), midday (11:30am to 2:30pm), and afternoon (3:30pm – 6:30pm) commuter peak
periods, as well as the Saturday midday (10:30am – 2:30pm) peak period. The data collection scope of work
included observations of pedestrians, bikes, and heavy vehicles. The results of these traffic counts are tabulated
by 15‐minute intervals in Appendix C.
Because of the changes to traffic patterns during the pandemic, alternative data collection methods were
investigated, and we utilized StreetLight Data as a supplemental tool to verify and adjust the traffic data
collected. By sampling and comparing StreetLight Data for dates both pre‐ and post‐pandemic, we can evaluate
how the new counts compare to pre‐pandemic conditions.
We utilized Streetlight Data to generate turning movement estimates from the period prior to the coronavirus
shutdowns, as well as the period during them. These were conducted at three intersections: Nassau Street and
Witherspoon Street, Witherspoon Street and Spring Street, and Witherspoon Street and Hulfish Street. The data
available gave us the ability to compare the historical count data to the data we collected in the area. The
benefit of using this data is the ability to capture a sample of data over a duration of time rather than just for
one day. This helped provide a more accurate insight into average travel patterns within the immediate study
area.
StreetLight Data’s InSight platform was also used to determine existing travel patterns in the study area.
StreetLight Data collects anonymized records each month from smart phones and navigation devices in
connected cars and trucks, to provide origin‐destination data for travel pattern assessments. For this report, a
total of 4 traffic analysis zones were delineated within the platform to capture the existing travel patterns
throughout the area. These traffic analysis zones are depicted in the following map.
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For each existing zone, an origin‐destination analysis was performed in order to determine where the traffic
originates from and is destined to within each traffic analysis zone.
The travel patterns demonstrate a significant amount of traffic utilizing Nassau Street to the west. Looking at the
traffic currently in the area, approximately 40 percent originates along Nassau Street from Route 206, while only
15 percent of the traffic originates along Witherspoon Street north of Wiggins Street. Similarly, the travel
patterns show that the percent of traffic destined to the north along Witherspoon is 10 percent, while 35% of
the traffic is destined to the west along Nassau Street.
The turning movement data and origin‐destination trips were used to prepare traffic volumes for the different
alternatives in this analysis.
With the counts collected by our subconsultant, Imperial Traffic & Data Collection, LLC (the Imperial counts),
historical count data, and StreetLight Data, traffic balancing was conducted to generate traffic volumes at every
study intersection. Using the historical count data as the base volumes for the four time periods, traffic was then
distributed to the other study intersections where there were no previous counts. This was done utilizing the
StreetLight Data turning movement percentages, the StreetLight Data origin‐destination analysis, the turning
movement counts and percentages from the Imperial turning movement counts. The combination of all data
sources assisted with determining base volumes for our analysis for Alternative A. The StreetLight Data analyses
can be seen in Appendix D.
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To analyze the other three alternatives for this project, our office reassigned peak hour traffic volumes to the
adjacent roadways based upon the modified traffic flow along Witherspoon Street for each alternative, and the
resulting changes expected to the volumes on the surrounding roadway network.
For Alternative B, the Imperial trip distribution was utilized, since all Imperial counts were done with the study
segment of Witherspoon Street operating with northbound traffic only. In addition, the StreetLight Data origin‐
destination analysis was utilized to determine where vehicles north of the study segment of Witherspoon Street
would travel. Based on this information, the traffic heading southbound in Alternative A was reassigned to
adjacent streets (Hulfish Street and Spring Street) to arrive at the external destination.
For Alternative C, existing traffic patterns were utilized to determine how much traffic south of the study segment
of Witherspoon Street would normally take northbound Witherspoon Street to arrive at the northern end of the
study area. This traffic was then reassigned to travel northbound on either Chambers Street, South Tulane Street,
or Vandeventer Avenue, with all traffic then departing the study area to the north along Witherspoon Street from
the intersection of Witherspoon Street and Paul Robeson Place / Wiggins Street.
For Alternative D, since this scenario involves removing both directions of travel along the study segment of
Witherspoon, our office combined the reassignments from Alternatives B and C. With these reassignments, no
traffic travels on Witherspoon Street between Nassau Street and Spring Street and all traffic arrives at the desired
destination, based on the analyses conducted for Alternatives B and C.
The resulting peak hour traffic volumes are depicted in Figures 3 through 18 in Appendix E for the weekday
morning, midday, afternoon commuter peak periods, as well as the Saturday midday peak period and each
alternative, respectively. The traffic volumes in Figures 3‐18 were then analyzed to determine the existing and
potential operating conditions. Specific details regarding the analysis results and traffic operations are provided
later in this report.
Research on One-Way Conversions
Much of the research that has been published regarding street conversions addresses conversion of existing
two‐way streets to one‐way operations to reduce pedestrian crashes in downtown areas. In addition, due to the
COVID‐19 pandemic restrictions, more municipalities are converting certain roadways from two‐way to one‐way
operations to open up more streets and public space to restaurants. The conversion to one‐way operations
allows restaurants to potentially utilize the closed section of road for more seating area and for other businesses
to utilize the space so social distancing can be maintained.
From the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Road Design1 and the Pedestrian Safety Guide and
Countermeasure Selection System2, various purposes and considerations are described for conversion to one‐
way traffic flow:

1.
2.

“13. One‐Way/Two‐Way Street Conversions.” Selecting Pedestrian Safety Improvements ‐ Road Design, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
“One‐Way/Two‐Way Street Conversions.” Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Office
of Safety.
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Purpose:
 Managing traffic patterns.
 Reducing conflicts.
 Simplifying crossings for pedestrians.
 Limiting the number of motor vehicle movements at intersections and simplify decision making for
motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians, especially the elderly and those with special mobility needs.
Considerations:
 Consider impacts on other streets and overall circulation system.
 Be careful not to create speeding problems where a two‐way street is changed to a one‐way street.
Redesign or traffic calming measures may be required to address this.
 Generally, one‐way streets operate better as a one‐way couplet, separate by a block or no more than ¼
mile.
 A combination of one‐way streets and two‐way streets can concentrate motor vehicles toward streets
intended to accommodate vehicles and to encourage pedestrian use of other streets.
 Some studies indicated that one‐way streets are less convenient for transit and emergency response
 One‐way streets can increase travel distances of motorists and create some confusion, especially for
non‐local residents.
 One‐way streets can offer improved signal timing and accommodate odd‐spaced signals.
 One‐way streets work best in downtown, urban commercial settings or very heavily congested areas.
Research shows that street systems should be designed to address the needs of the area being served. One‐way
street systems may be appropriate in highly developed central business districts where it is important to balance
motor vehicle access and mobility with pedestrian and bicyclist access and mobility. Especially during the COVID‐
19 pandemic, pedestrian access and economic activity have become vital to improve the viability of various
businesses. This is especially true in this downtown study area, where many people can walk or bike to their
destinations and restaurants can utilize more of the roadway to service customers while also maintaining social
distancing in and around the area.
Two‐way street systems may be more appropriate in less dense central business districts and especially in low
and medium density areas where buildings are set back from the road network and non‐vehicular needs can be
accommodated.
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Alternative Analysis
This section presents the details regarding the potential road design alternatives for Witherspoon Street.
The following factors were considered in the evaluation of conversion from two‐way to one‐way
operations with respect to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Number and width of vehicle lanes
Vehicle access to properties
Traffic service and vehicle queuing
Pedestrian and bicycle accessibility
Business delivery and service operations
Transit operations
Emergency vehicle access

Based on our field data collection, field view observations, and existing transportation characteristics in the
surrounding area, the following is a summary of the results of our evaluation of the existing and proposed
conditions:
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐

Vehicle access to properties is more limited as directions of travel are taken away, as direct access is
limited when this segment is closed to vehicular travel.
Traffic operations at this road segment improve as directions of travel are taken away, where more
traffic on this road segment that is removed results in traffic operating more efficiently with fewer
conflicts.
Travel speeds typically increase if the road is converted from a two‐way segment to a one‐way, but
this can be addressed by the installation of traffic calming measures.
When the road is closed, pedestrian accessibility significantly improves, as pedestrians would not
have to worry about vehicular traffic in the roadway, as opposed to one‐way operations and more
so with a two‐way street.
Bicycle facilities are not proposed for this segment of Witherspoon Street in the bicycle mobility
plan. Covered and uncovered bicycle parking is being considered in the design.
Freight/passenger loading improvements are anticipated with any alternative chosen that still
involves vehicular traffic, but direct access to this road segment is limited when the road is closed.
If Witherspoon Street returns to two‐way operations, NJ Transit will relocate Route 605 back to this
street. Transit service will continue to run on US Route 206 and Paul Robeson Place if either of the
one‐way alternatives or the closed street alternative is chosen.
Similar to vehicular access, garbage pickup and emergency vehicle access will become more limited
as directions of traffic are removed from this road segment.

Potential for Converting Streets to One-Way Operations
McMahon has performed a capacity analysis of the impacts of converting Witherspoon Street from two‐way
operations to one‐way operations between Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) and Spring Street. In addition, a capacity
analysis has been completed to determine the potential of converting Spring Street and South Tulane Street to
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one‐way operations in the opposite directions they currently operate as to lessen the impacts on other key
intersection locations. Levels of service were estimated for the key intersections for the conversion of
Witherspoon Street to one‐way operations. The figures below show schematic representations of the four (4)
improvement alternatives using the Synchro traffic analysis software program.
Figure 19 – Schematic of Alternative A
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Figure 20 – Schematic of Alternative B
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Figure 20a – Schematic of Alternative B with Improvements
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Figure 21 – Schematic of Alternative C
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Figure 21a – Schematic of Alternative C with Improvements
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Figure 22 – Schematic of Alternative D

Capacity/Level-of-Service Analysis
For the conversion of Witherspoon Street, the traffic levels of service (LOS) at study intersections were analyzed
for the weekday morning, weekday midday, weekday afternoon and Saturday midday peak hours. The peak
hour traffic volumes were analyzed to determine the existing and potential future traffic operating conditions, in
accordance with the standard techniques contained in the current Highway Capacity Manual (2010) for both
signalized and unsignalized intersections. The HCM 2010 Methodology within Synchro 10.3, build 151, revision 0
traffic analysis software was utilized in the traffic analyses.
The levels of service and delays of the study area intersections for each alternative are shown in Table 2.
Detailed calculations, including overall intersection levels‐of‐service and individual lane levels‐of‐service are
shown in Figures 23 through 26 in Appendix F.
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The conversion of Witherspoon Street to one‐way operations or complete closure would generally result in
minor changes to levels of service, delay and vehicle queue. The exceptions include the intersections of Wiggins
Street and Vandeventer Avenue, Nassau Street and Chambers, and Nassau Street and Vandeventer
Avenue/Washington Road where Levels‐of‐Service (LOS) would degrade more.
Alternative A – Two-Way Traffic
Figure 19 shows a schematic of two‐way traffic operations with two loading / parking lanes (Pre‐COVID
Operation). All traffic operations would remain as they were prior to the COVID‐19 pandemic. Witherspoon
Street would operate as a two‐way roadway, with Spring Street continuing to operate as a one‐way eastbound
roadway and South Tulane Street continuing to operate as a one‐way northbound roadway. With this
alternative, the two parking / loading lanes would remain. However, with this alternative, there would be the
least sidewalk area available for businesses to provide outdoor dining. Also, providing two travel limits the
opportunity to construct green infrastructure improvements for stormwater management and curb bump‐outs
for traffic calming and pedestrian crossing enhancement. The Synchro 10 capacity/level‐of‐service analysis
worksheets for this alternative can be found in Appendix G.
Alternative B – One-Way Traffic Northbound
Figure 20 shows a schematic of one‐way northbound traffic operations along Witherspoon Street. This
alternative would provide wider sidewalks, areas for amenities (including outdoor dining) and green
infrastructure. With only one direction of travel, however, the traffic volumes that would normally travel
southbound on Witherspoon Street would be diverted to US Route 206, Nassau Street, Vandeventer Avenue,
and the Paul Robeson Place / Wiggins Street / Hamilton Avenue corridor. In addition, NJ Transit Route 605
would be permanently rerouted to US Route 206 and Paul Robeson Place. To implement this alternative,
approval from NJDOT would be required. The capacity/level‐of‐service analysis worksheets for this alternative
without any improvements can be found in Appendix H.
Consideration was given for conversion of South Tulane Street to operate as a one‐way southbound operation
as opposed to the current one‐way northbound operation. If this were to be implemented along with the one‐
way northbound operation at Witherspoon Street, it would remove uncontrolled left turns from eastbound
Nassau Street onto South Tulane Street and create a loop of clockwise traffic flow along Witherspoon, Spring,
South Tulane and Nassau Streets to accommodate vehicle circulation.
Figure 20a shows a schematic of Alternative B with additional improvements made to key roadways and
intersections in the surrounding study area; including converting South Tulane Street to one‐way southbound
traffic flow. Due to issues with sight‐distance for both vehicular and pedestrian traffic, vehicles would be
restricted from turning left onto Nassau Street from South Tulane Street. Additional improvements to the study
area include restricting left turns during all time periods at the southbound approach of Nassau Street /
Chambers Street as opposed to just being restricted from 4:00‐6:00 PM, improvements to the existing time‐
based signal coordination along Nassau Street, reducing the exclusive pedestrian phase (EPP) at Nassau Street
and Vandeventer Avenue / Washington Road, implementing an EPP and a dedicated left‐turn lane at the
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northbound approach of Witherspoon Street / Paul Robeson Place / Wiggins Street to oppose the southbound
left turn lane, enhancing the safety of these movements, and improving the visibility at the intersection of
Wiggins Street and Vandeventer Avenue with an overhead flashing beacon and/or textured crosswalks.
Additional details on intersection deficiencies and mitigations can be found in Table 3. The capacity/level‐of‐
service analysis worksheets for this alternative with improvements can be found in Appendix I.
Alternative C – One-Way Traffic Southbound
Figure 21 shows a schematic of one‐way southbound traffic operations along Witherspoon Street. This
alternative would provide wider sidewalks, areas for amenities (including outdoor dining) and green
infrastructure. With only one direction of travel, however, the traffic volumes that would normally travel
northbound on Witherspoon Street would be diverted to US Route 206, Nassau Street, Vandeventer Avenue,
and the Paul Robeson Place / Wiggins Street / Hamilton Avenue corridor. In addition, NJ Transit Route 605
would be permanently rerouted to US Route 206 and Paul Robeson Place. To implement this alternative,
approval from NJDOT would be required. The capacity/level‐of‐service analysis worksheets for this alternative
without any improvements can be found in Appendix J.
Conversion of Spring Street to operate as a one‐way westbound roadway was evaluated as it would allow traffic
flow from Vandeventer Avenue to the western part of Nassau Street and provide a counterclockwise loop of
traffic flow along Witherspoon, Nassau, South Tulane and Spring Streets.
Figure 21a shows a schematic of Alternative C with additional improvements to the surrounding study area to
mitigate the impacts of the changed traffic pattern; including converting Spring Street to one‐way westbound
traffic flow. Converting Spring Street to westbound traffic flow would divert vehicles from the northbound
Vandeventer Avenue approach at Wiggins Street and improve operations at this intersection. Similar
improvements recommended to the key roadways and intersections as provided in Alterative B would also apply
to this Alternative. Additional detail on intersection deficiencies and mitigations can be found in Table 3. The
detailed capacity/level‐of‐service analysis worksheets for this alternative with improvements can be found in
Appendix K.
Alternative D – Closed Street
Figure 22 shows a schematic of Witherspoon Street being closed off to vehicular travel between Spring Street
and Nassau Street. The on‐street parking / loading spaces would be completely removed from this area. Closing
this segment would provide a pedestrian plaza throughout this segment of roadway and offer space for outside
amenities such as outdoor dining. Additionally, NJ Transit Route 605 would be permanently rerouted to US
Route 206 and Paul Robeson Place, all traffic volumes that would normally travel on this segment of
Witherspoon Street would be transferred to US Route 206, Nassau Street, Vandeventer, and Paul Robeson /
Wiggins / Hamilton. Access to this segment would also be limited for local deliveries, garbage pickups, and
emergency service vehicles. To execute this, approval from NJDOT would be required. The Synchro 10
capacity/level‐of‐service analysis worksheets for this alternative can be found in Appendix L.
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One variation of this alternative that can be considered would be to also reverse Spring Street to operate as a
one‐way westbound operation as opposed to the current one‐way eastbound operation. If this were to be
implemented along with the closure of Witherspoon Street from Nassau Street to Spring Street, access to
downtown Princeton and the parking garage on Spring Street would be greatly enhanced. Traffic from South
Tulane Street and Vandeventer Avenue would have direct access to this road and be able to get directly
downtown as opposed to traversing around the downtown area to arrive at desired destinations.
However, it is not feasible to eliminate the Witherspoon Street access to the parking lot between Witherspoon
Street and South Tulane Street, since only the narrow, one‐lane access along South Tulane Street would remain.
Accordingly, another variation on this alternative would be to maintain access to this parking lot via southbound
Witherspoon Street and implement full closure of Witherspoon Street between the parking lot access and
Nassau Street.
Table 2 ‐ Overall Intersection Levels‐of‐Service
Weekday Morning Peak Hour
Alternative
A

Nassau St and Witherspoon St

Intersection

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative
D

Without

With Add’l
Imp

Without

With Add’l
Imp

B (13.6)

A (1.6)

A (1.7)

B (11.0)

B (13.5)

A (0.5)

Paul Robeson Pl / Wiggins St
and Witherspoon St

C (24.1)

C (24.1)

C (24.4)

C (31.7)

C (23.4)

C (31.7)

Spring St and Witherspoon St

A (1.3)

A (3.5)

A (3.1)

A (2.2)

A (4.9)

A (0.0)

Spring St and S Tulane St

A (3.1)

A (2.1)

A (0.0)

A (5.0)

A (3.8)

A (3.4)

Nassau St and S Tulane St

A (0.2)

A (0.2)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (0.5)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (0.5)

Nassau St and Vandeventer Ave
/ Washington Rd

F (151.6)

F (207.0)

F (160.0)

F (151.6)

F (97.3)

F (207.1)

Spring St and Vandeventer Ave

A (3.2)

A (4.7)

A (4.3)

A (2.9)

A (1.9)

A (4.0)

Hulfish St and Witherspoon St

A (1.9)

A (1.9)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (4.0)

A (3.5)

A (3.6)

Hulfish St and Chambers St

A (2.5)

A (5.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (2.2)

A (2.3)

A (4.6)

Nassau St and Chambers St

B (12.0)

C (18.6)

‐‐‐‐‐

C (15.4)

‐‐‐‐‐

C (22.3)

Paul Robeson Place and John St
/ Chambers St

A (6.8)

A (6.8)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (2.6)

A (6.8)

A (6.6)

Wiggins St and Vandeventer
Ave

A (5.8)

A (5.8)

‐‐‐‐‐

D (33.1)

A (3.8)

D (33.1)

‐‐‐‐‐ Mitigation measures not implemented at this intersection; therefore, there is no change in LOS or delay.
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Weekday Midday Peak Hour
Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative
A

Without

With Add’l
Imp

Without

With Add’l
Imp

Nassau St and Witherspoon St

B (15.8)

A (1.9)

‐‐‐‐‐

B (12.4)

B (15.4)

A (0.6)

Paul Robeson Pl / Wiggins St
and Witherspoon St

B (17.4)

B (17.4)

B (17.5)

B (18.5)

B (17.2)

B (18.5)

Spring St and Witherspoon St

A (1.6)

A (3.9)

A (3.5)

A (2.4)

A (5.9)

A (0.0)

Spring St and S Tulane St

A (2.7)

A (1.9)

A (0.0)

A (5.0)

A (3.5)

A (3.4)

Nassau St and S Tulane St

A (0.2)

A (0.2)

A (0.6)

A (0.5)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (0.6)

Nassau St and Vandeventer Ave
/ Washington Rd

F (188.4)

F (234.8)

F (173.1)

F (178.3)

F (135.4)

F (249.9)

Spring St and Vandeventer Ave

A (4.1)

A (5.5)

A (4.6)

A (3.3)

A (2.2)

A (4.7)

Hulfish St and Witherspoon St

A (1.9)

A (1.9)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (2.3)

A (2.1)

A (2.1)

Hulfish St and Chambers St

A (3.6)

A (6.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (2.8)

A (3.2)

A (5.5)

Nassau St and Chambers St

B (11.9)

B (14.9)

‐‐‐‐‐

B (13.4)

‐‐‐‐‐

C (20.4)

Paul Robeson Place and John St
/ Chambers St

A (7.2)

A (7.2)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (7.2)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (7.2)

Wiggins St and Vandeventer
Ave

A (4.0)

A (4.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

B (10.8)

A (3.2)

B (10.8)

Intersection

Alternative
D

‐‐‐‐‐ Mitigation measures not implemented at this intersection; therefore, there is no change in LOS or delay.

Weekday Afternoon Peak Hour
Alternative
A

Nassau St and Witherspoon St

Intersection

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative
D

Without

With Add’l
Imp

Without

With Add’l
Imp

B (14.0)

A (1.7)

A (1.8)

B (11.4)

B (15.8)

A (0.5)

Paul Robeson Pl / Wiggins St
and Witherspoon St

C (22.3)

C (22.3)

C (22.5)

C (29.0)

C (21.6)

C (29.0)

Spring St and Witherspoon St

A (1.6)

A (3.6)

A (3.2)

A (2.7)

A (7.3)

A (0.0)

Spring St and S Tulane St

A (2.3)

A (1.8)

A (0.0)

A (5.7)

A (4.4)

A (4.4)

Nassau St and S Tulane St

A (0.2)

A (0.2)

A (0.7)

A (0.9)

A (0.8)

A (1.0)

Nassau St and Vandeventer Ave
/ Washington Rd

F (332.2)

F (412.6)

F (299.9)

F (332.4)

F (217.6)

F (412.9)

Spring St and Vandeventer Ave

A (4.4)

A (6.1)

A (5.1)

A (3.9)

A (2.2)

A (4.9)

Hulfish St and Witherspoon St

A (3.9)

A (3.6)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (4.5)

A (4.1)

A (4.4)

Hulfish St and Chambers St

A (3.3)

A (8.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (2.8)

A (3.4)

A (7.8)

Nassau St and Chambers St

A (8.7)

B (14.5)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (9.7)

‐‐‐‐‐

C (16.3)

Paul Robeson Place and John St
/ Chambers St

A (9.9)

A (9.9)

A (10.0)

A (9.7)

A (9.9)

A (9.7)

Wiggins St and Vandeventer
Ave

B (15.7)

C (15.7)

‐‐‐‐‐

F (82.6)

B (10.1)

F (82.6)

‐‐‐‐‐ Mitigation measures not implemented at this intersection; therefore, there is no change in LOS or delay.
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Saturday Midday Peak Hour
Alternative
A

Nassau St and Witherspoon St

Intersection

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative
D

Without

With Add’l
Imp

Without

With Add’l
Imp

B (16.2)

A (2.3)

A (2.6)

B (11.5)

B (14.8)

A (0.7)

Paul Robeson Pl / Wiggins St
and Witherspoon St

C (20.6)

C (20.6)

C (20.8)

C (24.3)

B (19.6)

C (24.3)

Spring St and Witherspoon St

A (2.3)

A (4.1)

A (3.6)

A (3.9)

A (5.6)

A (0.0)

Spring St and S Tulane St

A (2.9)

A (2.6)

A (0.0)

A (7.6)

A (5.2)

A (6.6)

Nassau St and S Tulane St

A (0.9)

A (0.7)

A (3.0)

A (1.8)

A (0.8)

A (8.3)

Nassau St and Vandeventer Ave
/ Washington Rd

F (435.9)

F (473.1)

F (313.4)

F (385.1)

F (217.6)

F (543.3)

Spring St and Vandeventer Ave

A (6.9)

A (8.1)

A (5.8)

A (6.0)

A (1.9)

A (2.1)

Hulfish St and Witherspoon St

A (9.8)

A (9.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

B (14.2)

C (16.8)

B (12.1)

Hulfish St and Chambers St

A (5.1)

B (10.9)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (4.2)

A (4.4)

A (9.9)

Nassau St and Chambers St

F (348.4)

F (309)

‐‐‐‐‐

F (417.4)

‐‐‐‐‐

F (596.1)

Paul Robeson Place and John St
/ Chambers St

A (9.4)

A (9.4)

‐‐‐‐‐

A (9.3)

A (9.4)

A (9.3)

Wiggins St and Vandeventer
Ave

F (54.6)

E (40.0)

‐‐‐‐‐

F (100.3)

B (12.6)

F (126.4)

‐‐‐‐‐ Mitigation measures not implemented at this intersection; therefore, there is no change in LOS or delay.
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Findings
In summary, the conversion of Witherspoon Street from two‐way to one‐way operations is feasible, both in the
northbound and southbound direction. Witherspoon Street currently has the capability to be converted to one‐
way operations without causing excessive traffic operational problems to the adjacent study area intersections.
That assessment is based on an analysis of pre‐pandemic traffic volumes and does not consider potential future
changes that may increase traffic volumes in the area.
Conversion or closure of Witherspoon Street is likely to degrade motor vehicle operations at three (3) adjacent
intersections: Wiggins Street and Vandeventer Avenue; Nassau Street and Chambers Street; and Nassau Street
and Vandeventer Avenue / Washington Road. The analysis shows that converting Witherspoon Street to one‐
way operations or full closure to motor vehicles will shift a significant amount of traffic to these intersections
and thereby increase the potential for congestion and failing movements.
We evaluated mitigation measures to address the poor operations at the key adjacent intersections most
impacted by the conversion to one‐way travel flow, both northbound and southbound. A qualitative analysis
was completed to determine the potential of converting Spring Street and South Tulane Street to one‐way
operations in the opposite directions they currently operate as to lessen the impacts on other key intersection
locations, as mentioned above. These conversions could provide additional improvements to the operation of
Alternatives B, C, and D and may provide an overall benefit to the surrounding intersections.
When comparing Alternatives B and C with the additional improvements, Alternative C appears more desirable
with respect to the performance of individual movements and less negative impact at the critical movements of
certain key intersections. The levels‐of‐service and differences in delay and queue length between Alternative B
and C with the additional improvements / mitigation measures are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 – LOS/Delay/Queue Comparison between Alternatives B and C with Additional Improvements
Intersection/Movement
Nassau St and Vandeventer
Ave/Washington Rd

Vandeventer Ave and Wiggins
St

Nassau St and Chambers St

Southbound Vandeventer Ave

Northbound Vandeventer Ave

Southbound Chambers St

Alternative

AM

MID

PM

Sat

AM

MID

PM

Sat

AM

MID

PM

Sat

B (One‐Way
Northbound)

F

F

F

F

E

D

F

F

F

F

F

F

C (One‐Way
Southbound)

E

D

E

D

D

C

F

F

F

F

E

F

Difference in
Delay
(seconds)

‐287.0

‐232.3

‐418.8

‐412.2

‐14.4

‐3.2

‐40.6

‐104.9

+4.1

+15.5

‐12.6

+1093.9

Difference in
Queue
(vehicles)

‐15.4

‐16.9

‐20.9

‐20.8

‐1.6

‐0.7

‐2.1

‐7.8

‐2.5

‐1.6

‐3.4

‐5.6
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The study area intersection operation deficiencies and potential mitigation measures are shown in Table 4.

Location

Specific Deficiencies

Proposed Mitigation Measures

Nassau Street
& Chambers St

Table 4 – Intersection Operation Deficiencies and Mitigation Measures

There is a traffic capacity problem at this
intersection.

Currently left‐turns are restricted from northbound
Chambers Street onto Nassau Street during 4:00‐6:00 PM.

There is significant delay and congestion along
the southbound Chambers Street approach.

In coordination with NJDOT Concept Development project,
implement an exclusive pedestrian phase.

Nassau Street & Witherspoon
Street
Nassau Street &
Spring Street &
Nassau Street &
Vandeventer Avenue / Witherspoon South Tulane Street
Street
Washington Road

Restrict left turns during all time periods.

Implement dedicated left‐ and right‐turn lanes along
Witherspoon Street to consolidate queuing area.
Consider improvements to existing time‐based signal
coordination along Nassau Street, such as adjusting cycle
offsets and installing GPS time clocks to ensure signal cycles
remain coordinated.
Sight distance concerns with conversion of
South Tulane Street to one‐way southbound
operation with Alternative B.

Convert South Tulane Street to one‐way southbound traffic
flow.
Restrict left turns from southbound South Tulane Street
onto Nassau Street.

Convert Spring Street to one‐way westbound traffic flow.

There is a traffic capacity problem at this
intersection with significant delay and
congestion along the southbound
Vandeventer Ave approach.

Changes to the exclusive pedestrian phase (EPP) to reduce
the phase from 42 seconds to 29 seconds.
Consider improvements to existing time‐based signal
coordination along Nassau Street, such as adjusting cycle
offsets and installing GPS time clocks to ensure signal cycles
remain coordinated.
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Wiggins Street & Vandeventer Avenue
Witherspoon Street & Paul
Robeson Place / Wiggins Street
Notes:

Poor operations along the northbound
Vandeventer Ave approach.

Based on the projected traffic volumes, a traffic signal may
be warranted however is not desirable as signalization
would create undue delay to the Wiggins Street
approaches.
Overhead flashing beacon to help improve intersection
visibility and/or raised/textured crosswalks to reduce
vehicle speeds and improve motorist yielding.

Left‐turn volumes along northbound
Witherspoon Street results in a conflict
between the high volume of through traffic
and vehicles slowing to turn.

For Alternative C, the conversion of Spring Street to
westbound traffic flow would divert traffic from the
northbound Vandeventer approach and improve
operations.
Implement a dedicated left‐ turn lane along NB
Witherspoon Street to mirror the opposing approach and
enhance the safety of this operation and improve
intersection capacity.
Pedestrian improvements including implementing an
exclusive pedestrian phase (EPP) or leading pedestrian
interval (LPI), along with upgrades to curb ramps,
pedestrian signals and push buttons.

Items in black text apply to both Alternatives B and C.
Items in blue text apply to Alternative B (northbound one‐way).
Items in green text apply to Alternative C (southbound one‐way).

The one‐way northbound or closure alternatives (Alternatives B and D) shift additional traffic to the southbound
Vandeventer Avenue approach to Nassau Street, which already operates at LOS F in the peak traffic periods
under two‐way traffic. Additionally, these alternatives shift additional traffic to the Chambers Street approach,
which operates at LOS E or F in the peak traffic periods. As the Nassau Street/Chambers Street and Nassau
Street/Vandeventer Avenue/Washington Road intersections are under State jurisdiction, an Access Permit
would be required for any municipally‐driven mitigation improvements. Alternative C, the one‐way southbound
alternative, would not add a significant volume to the southbound Vandeventer Avenue approach. Accordingly,
the impacts of Alternative C are the easiest to mitigate. However, with the proposed improvements, the impacts
of each improvement alternative to various movements and approaches at the State intersections may fall
within NJDOT’s acceptable LOS operation.
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Recommendations
This traffic study finds that both one‐way alternatives (Alternatives B and C) are feasible and both support the
public feedback for enhanced pedestrian usage of Witherspoon Street. We recommend our proposed
mitigation measures for the alternative selected be further evaluated and implemented upon approval of the
Municipality and NJDOT as needed.
We understand there are many considerations for the Municipality to evaluate when selecting an improvement
alternative, not just those related to traffic operations.
A meeting between Princeton, NJDOT Subject Matter Expert’s (SME’s), and STV was held virtually on December
4, 2020. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the results of this traffic study and the potential alternatives
to modify Witherspoon Street. During the meeting, it was determined Princeton would move forward with
Alterative B (one‐way northbound) given the following considerations:





Ease and direct access from Witherspoon Street to the parking garages,
Deliveries and services by trucks to local businesses along Witherspoon Street,
NJDOT input, and
Success of the current COVID pilot.

Accordingly, we recommend the Princeton Municipal Council approve the northbound one‐way Alternative B.
We trust that this evaluation addresses the traffic issues relevant to the proposal of one‐way traffic flow along
Witherspoon Street between Nassau Street (NJ Route 27) and Spring Street. Should you have any questions
regarding this evaluation, please contact me.
Sincerely,

Heather M. Balgowan, P.E., PTOE
Project Manager
Attachments
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